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andthe unit is the trivial braid This monoid is generatedby
the elements Ti is 9 h i and I which are differentfrom Ti
by the order of crossing Thenotation is suggestive we have
Titi's Ti Ti t thx to R2 So thebraidsform agroup
Thepreposition above can be restated as follows
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Finally let's discuss a connection between braids links For
a braid 6 we can define its closure I
as follows
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Definition By Marker's moves one means the following operations
Mt for a b e Br replace ab w Ga
M2 for Ge Br replace 6 w 6Th eBon or vice versa
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of Markov moves

There's no algorithmic
decide when two diagramsrepresent
way to

links We can try to address a weaker question from a
diagramproduce a computable quantity that is the same when two
diagrams represent isotopic links A famous example of such an
isotopic

invariant is HOMELY polynomial
Theorem definition There is
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Note that

if P exists then it's unique Lehas one less crossing

than 4 L and we can unlink every link by exchanging L W
L andvice versa
The existence of P is nontrivial It can be constructed
the Rmatrix for the quantumgroup U ldn see Sec 45.2
using
in VChari A Pressley Aguide to quantumgroups
Now

explain a connection to Heckealgebras
in theprevious section we can view P as a map
we
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quotient is nothing else but the Heckealgebra Hq Sa

Rem't Categerification allows to streghthen the HOMELY

polynomial to

a function

the homology of

a complex

of threevariables a g z

Khevanov Retansky homology Even better the

known as the

KR homology is

of bi
graded vector spaces

and the

of bi
gradedpieces
of the individual cohomologygroups Up to a normalization
is obtained as the Euler characteristic of the complex redu
invariant in question

It

encodes the dimensions

number of variables from 3 to 2 There's a construction
cingthe
of the KR homology due to Khovaner M Khovaner Triply
graded link homologyand Hochschildhomology of Soergel
bimodules arXiv 0510265 based on a construction of Reaguier
R Rouquier Categorification of the braidgroups arXiv ero 503
Namely Reaguierdefined a group homomorphism Brno K SBim
where the
target is the boundedhomotopy category of the
category SBim of Seer
get bimodules Khorana then showed that
applying the Hochshied cohomology functor to the Reaguiercomplexes
leads to a link invariant that coincides with the onepreviously

defined by Khevanov
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